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Abstract. We present here the first dynamic Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) strength measurement of a material
undergoing solid-solid phase transition. Iron is quasi-isentropically driven across the pressure-induced bcc
(α-Fe)→ hcp (ε-Fe) phase transition and the dynamic strength of theα, ε and revertedα′ phases have been
determinedvia proton radiography of the resulting Rayleigh-Taylor unstable interface between the iron target
and high-explosive products. Simultaneous velocimetry measurements of the iron free surface yield the phase
transition dynamics and, in conjunction with detailed hydrodynamic simulations, allow for determination of
the strength of the distinct phases of iron. Forward analysis of the experimentvia hydrodynamic simulations
reveals significant strength enhancement of the dynamically-generatedε-Fe and revertedα′-Fe, compareable
in magnitude to the strength of austenitic stainless steels.
Keywords: dynamic experiment, iron, phase transition, strength, proton radiography
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INTRODUCTION AND DESIGN
SIMULATIONS

Iron is one of the most widely studied elemental ma-
terials in shock-wave physics, and the discovery of
the reversible pressure-inducedα → ε (bcc→hcp)
phase transition goes back to the very origins of the
field of shock compression of condensed matter.[1]
While the equation of state of iron has been quite
thoroughly studied, to date the dynamic strength of
the high-pressureε-Fe phase has been unknown.
Here we report the first dynamic Rayleigh-Taylor
strength measurement of bothε-Fe and the reverted
α- phase (from here denotedα′ to make the distinc-
tion that, while the underlying lattice is bcc there
are significant microstructural differences from non-
transitionedα-Fe). Knowledge of the high-pressure
dynamic strength ofε-Fe may shed light on impor-
tant questions in planetary science since the central
region of the earth’s core is believed to beε-Fe.[2]

It can be shown that the presence of material
strength stabilizes the solid phase against Rayleigh-

Taylor instabilty (RTI).[3, 4, 5] The use of RTI as
a measure of the dynamic strength of materials has
been revisited in recent high pressure/high-strain rate
laser experiments designed to access material states
under extreme conditions.[6, 7] This experimental
approach is also used here to study the dynamic
strength of the high-pressure hcp phase of iron by
using a high-explosive to quasi-isentropically ramp
load an iron sample and radiograph the resulting
Rayleigh-Taylor unstable interface.

Arbitrary Lagrangian/Eulerian (ALE) hydro-
dynamics calculations using a code developed at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL)
were utilized for the preshot design of the ex-
periments as well as the postshot analysis. Phase
transitions of the material were simulated by en-
forcing a change in material equation of state
(EOS) and strength state, on a zonal basis, when
a critical pressure was achieved; once a zone has
been phase transformed a reverse transition state
may be applied when the resulting pressure falls
below a critical value. This simulation methodology



has been shown capable of reproducing gas-gun
experiments on iron[8, 9], including the complex
3-wave shock structure, with the exception of kinetic
effects – the computational methodology described
assumes infinitely fast kinetics. The focus of future
computational efforts will be on exploring full
stress-tensor dependence of the phase transition
stress hysteresis[10], kinetics[11] and crystal scale
models of the possible phase variants.[12]

The equations of state forα-Fe andε-Fe used
in the hydrocode simulations have been reported
elsewhere[11] and shown to accurately represent the
measured equilibrium phase fraction along the shock
Hugoniot. The strain-rate dependent Preston-Tonks-
Wallace (PTW) strength model[13] was used to rep-
resent the dynamic material strength of the distinct
phases of iron, as its functional form reflects the
physics of both the thermal activation (low strain-
rate, accessible by classical strength experiments)
and phonon drag (high strain-rate, informed by over-
driven shock theory, molecular dynamics simulation,
laser and pulsed power experiments) dislocation dy-
namics regimes.

Split-Hopkinson bar strength measurements of
iron have been recently completed at LANL[14] over
a range of temperatures (77-673 K) and strain-rate
(0.001-4000 s−1). Thermal activation regime PTW
parameters forα-Fe were then fit to these stress-
strain curves and used for (preshot) design calcula-
tions. Since the dynamic strength ofε-Fe was com-
pletely unknown prior to this study, the PTW param-
eters forα-Fe were also used forε-Fe with the ex-
ception of the PTW parameterκ which was varied to
reproduce the stress-strain response of revertedα′-Fe
determined by post-shock recovery[15].

The previously described strength model was em-
ployed in all preshot design calculations; the results
of these HE-driven Rayleigh-Taylor strength exper-
iments described here have been used to further re-
fine the dynamic strength in the phonon drag regime
(i.e. the y1, y2, sdrag and β PTW parameters), and
are given in Table 1. One additional feature to the
PTW implementation used at LLNL is that the s0 in
the phonon drag term,s0(ψ̇/ζ̇)β, is distinct from the
s0 used in the thermal activation term (and denoted
sdrag); having these equations uncoupled allows for
greater flexibility in determining the work hardening
while preserving stress-strain data in the thermal ac-
tivation regime.

The LANL P-108 high-explosive plane wave lens,
consisting of PBX 9501 and TNT, was simulated
using the well-known JWL++ rate law and EOS.

The hydrodynamic simulations show that the
quasi-shockless ramp compression results in a peak
applied pressure of 280 kbar and peak strain-rate of
106 s−1 within the firstµsec of the experiment, with

FIGURE 1. Proton radiographs of the dynamically
loaded iron sample under study (note these frames are from
a single experiment). Frames shown are representative of
7.7 µsec of the dynamic experiment after the high explo-
sive products (applying a peak pressure of 280 kbar) have
reached the sinusoidally perturbed interface. The initial
amplitude of the sinusoidal perturbation isη0=100µm and
after 7.7µsec the perturbation has growth to 350± 35 µm
due to the RTI. The suppression of RT growth is due to the
dynamic material strength.

pressures between 100-250 kbar and strain-rates on
the order of 105 s−1 for the remaining≈ 6 µsec.

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL

The iron target was machined into a disc of diameter
31.75 mm. The initial sinusoidal perturbation was cut
into the front surface (i.e. facing the explosive) by
wire EDM, and consisted of a wavelength ofλ=3 mm
(with 7 nodes along the front face) and an amplitude
of η0=100 µm. Surface profilometry measurement
verified that the amplitude was machined accurate
to within 5 µm. A 5◦ bevel was machined along
the back of the target (facing away from the HE) to
minimize dynamic cupping of the sample due to the
(relatively small) non-planarity of the HE plane wave
lens.

Radiographs of the dynamic experiment were car-
ried out using the 800 MeV proton radiography fa-
cility at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center
(LANSCE). The 3X proton magnifier was employed,
yielding an effective 40 mm X 40 mm viewing area.
The beam was focused by setting an energy loss of 20
MeV to correspond to the calculatedρr=9.0 g/cm2

of the high-explosive products stagnating against the
rippled side of the iron target.
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FIGURE 2. Rayleigh-Taylor growth of iron measured
by proton radiography (blue) compared to hydrodynamic
simulation utilizing a phase-aware Fe PTW strength model
(black). To help illustrate the magnitude of theε-Fe/α′-Fe
strength, also shown is the iron material model with the
PTW strength parameters of the austenitic stainless steel
304 applied to theε andα′ phases.

Each CCD camera of the imaging station 1 (6 cam-
eras in total) provides 3 frames; each camera may be
active no less than every 350 ns, with a 70 ns ex-
posure time set in this experiment to maximize in-
tegrated proton flux while minimizing motion blur
(based upon predicted target velocity). An additional
4 frames from imaging station 2 were interleaved
along the dynamic trajectory to provide a total of 7.7
µsec of radiographic coverage, resulting in a high-
quality 22 frame “movie” of the material under high-
explosive drive. Features may be resolved down to
approximately 40µm, and it is possible to tempo-
rally space the cameras to extend the capture (and
adjust exposure) as required for a particular exper-
iment. The radiographic images were flat-fielded in
intensity and the amplitude of RT interface was dig-
itally extracted and quantified.

Photon doppler velocimetry (PDV) provided mea-
surements of the particle velocity on the back of the
iron target, and was performed simultaneously with
the radiographic measurements. This measurement
reveals the details of the stress wave moving through
the material by providing the particle velocity, espe-
cially with regard to demonstrating theα → ε phase
transition, and also validates the time-dependent per-
formance of the high-explosive (necessary for accu-
rate hydrodynamic computer simulation of the re-
sulting RTI).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Representative series of proton radiographs of the
perturbed iron surface under high-explosive drive for

FIGURE 3. Photon doppler velocimetry, performed si-
multaneously with the proton radiography, clearly shows
the onset of the phase transition. Following an elastic-
plastic transition (EP), theα-Fe plastic wave (P1) is fol-
lowed by theα-Fe→ ε-Fe phase transformation front (P2)
moving through the material, with a phase interface re-
flection wave (PIR) present due to wave interaction with
the standingα-Fe/ε-Fe interface (see inset). The 3-wave
structure present in the velocimetry provides direct knowl-
edge on the phase of the material observed in the proton
radiography.

a duration of 7.7µsec are shown in Figure 1; a to-
tal of 22 frames were acquired in the single experi-
ment. The measured Rayleigh-Taylor growth factor,
η(t)/η0 along with the growth factor calculatedvia
hydrodynamic simulation (utilizing the strength pa-
rameters given in Table 1) is reported in Figure 2.
To put the magnitude of the high-pressureε-Fe and
revertedα′-Fe phases in context, the PTW strength
model for the austenitic stainless steel 304 (from
Reference [13]) was applied to theε-Fe andα′-
Fe materials in the hydrodynamic calculation. Con-
versely, simulation of the RT experiment utilizing
only theα-Fe PTW parmeters for all phases of iron
(not shown) exhibits a growth factor of≈ 5, a 50
% enhancement to the RT growth factor over the
simulations using the phase-aware model from Table
1. Given the aforementioned analysis, it is evident
thatε-Fe/α′-Fe states exhibit significantly higher dy-
namic material strength thanα-Fe, compareable in
magnitude to stainless steel 304.

Simultaneous velocimetry of the target free sur-
face is presented in Figure 3. The early time feature
is the elastic precursor wave (EP), followed by the
plastic wave (P1) created byα-Fe rushing in to meet
phase transition front. The interaction of the phase
transformation wave and the P1 reflection from the
free surface lowered the stress in the phase trans-
formation wave and results in a second plastic wave
(P2). Interaction between the free-surface reflected
P2 and the standingα/ε phase interface sends yet
a third wave, the phase interface reflection (PIR),
back toward the free surface. This coupling of stress



TABLE 1. PTW strength parameters found to
reproduce the dynamic strength observed in the
Fe RT experiments.

PTW Parameter α-Fe ε-Fe/α′-Fe

θ 0.015 0.015
p 3.0 3.0
s0 0.01 0.01
s∞ 0.0025 0.0025
κ 0.35 0.30
γ 0.00001 0.00001
y0 0.006625 0.006625
y∞ 0.00075 0.00075
y1 0.006625 0.03
y2 0.265 0.25

sdrag 0.01 0.03
β 0.265 0.25
α 0.23 0.23

G0 / Mbar 0.872 0.872
Tm / K 1810 2050/1810

waves and phase transitions is a classic example in
shock physics[8, 11] and we find the same phenom-
ena under quasi-shockless loading here. More impor-
tantly for the present determination of strength, the
velocimetry allows for the identification of the ma-
terial phase under RT growth and also validates the
high-explosive model in the hydrocode.

The PTW parameters for iron, found to best match
both the high strain-rate (104-106 s−1) Rayleigh-
Taylor growth observed with proton radiography in
the experiments here, and low strain-rate (10−3-103

s−1) split-Hopkinson bar experiments,[14] are re-
ported in Table 1.α-Fe thermal activation parame-
ters were determined from the split-Hopkinson bar
data with the thermal activation paramters forε-
Fe/α′-Fe differing in κ from that of α-Fe to repro-
duce the stress-strain response of post-shock recov-
eredα′-Fe experiments of Reference [15].ε−Fe/α′-
Fe phonon drag parameters were determined by vari-
ation in the hydrocode to match the RT experiment
reported here, while theα-Fe phonon drag term was
calculatedvia overdriven shock theory.[16] The no-
tion that the strength in theε-Fe phase may vary
greatly from that ofα-Fe, and is thus described by
a separate set of strength model parameters, is sup-
ported by the possibility that the dislocation kinetics
in the new phase may be quite different even if dis-
location density were essentially preserved.[17]. The
ansatz that dislocation generation and/or twinning in
the ε-Fe phase is then inherited by the revertedα′-
phase[15] is assumed here by way of retaining iden-
tical strength parameters for both theε andα′ phases.
Future RT experiments on iron are planned that will
elucidate the dynamic strength ofε-Fe andα′-Fe sep-
arately, and shed light on these important questions
regarding phase transformations and plasticity.
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